For continuous maps of the interval into itself, Sarkovskii's Theorem gives the notion of minimal periodic orbit. We complete the characterization of the behavior of minimal periodic orbits. Also, we show for unimodal maps that the min-max essentially describes the behavior of minimal periodic orbits.
1. Introduction. We say that a periodic orbit of period n of a continuous map / of the interval is minimal, if n is the minimal period of / in Sarkovskii's ordering (see Definition 2.2). The aim of this paper is to characterize the behavior of a minimal periodic orbit relative to its natural ordering as a finite subset of the real line.
A periodic orbit P of a continuous map / of the interval will be called simple if / has a particular behavior on P, given in Definitions 2.3, 2.8, 2.15 and Proposition 4.6. The definitions of simple periodic orbit of period odd and a power of two were given by Stefan and Block, respectively. Also, for the above two cases they proved that a minimal periodic orbit has simple behavior.
The main result of this paper is to complete the characterization of the behavior of the minimal periodic orbits of continuous mappings of the interval. In fact we prove that every minimal periodic orbit has simple behavior. Moreover, for each simple behavior, that is for each simple periodic orbit P, we show there is a continuous map of the interval having P as a minimal periodic orbit (see Theorem 2.17 and Propositions 2.7 and 2.13).
For unimodal maps it is known that there is a strong relation between Sarkovskii's ordering and the min-max (see Theorem II.2.8 of [CE] ). So, for unimodal maps, the notions of minimal periodic orbit and min-max are related to Sarkovskii's ordering. This implies the existence of some relation between them. The purpose of this paper on unimodal maps is to show the equivalence between the behavior described by simple periodic orbits and the "min-max itinerary" (see Theorem 3.4). Moreover, we prove that if an unimodal map has period n, then it has (at least) one simple periodic orbit of period n (see Theorem 3.5). Also, in Proposition 5.8, we characterize the shape of simple periodic orbits restricted to unimodal maps. Theorem 3.4 was presented without proof in [AS] .
2. Minimality and simple periodic orbits. Statement of results. Let / denote a closed interval on the real Une and C(I) the set of continuous maps from / to itself. A point p e / is a periodic point of a map / <e C(I) if /"( p) = p for some positive integer n. The period of p is the least such integer n, and the orbit of p is the set P = Orb(p) = {fk(p) : k = 1,2,...,«}.
We refer to such an orbit as a periodic orbit of period n. Let P(f) denote the set of positive integers n such that / has a periodic orbit of period n.
(a) In the -» ordering, called Sarkovskii's ordering, the smallest element is 3 and the greatest element is 1.
Theorem 2.1 (Sarkovskii [Sa, St, BGMY] ). Let f g C(I) and suppose n^P(f) andn -* k. Then k e P(f). Definition 2.2. Let/e C(I). Suppose P(f) * {1,2,4,8,16,...} and let n > 1 be the smallest element of P(f) in the -* ordering. We say that a periodic orbit is 
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Pl p2 P3 p4 p5 P6 P7 P8 p9 p10 pllp12p13 p14p15 p16P17p18P19 p20 Figure 3 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use minimal if its period is n, and we refer to such an orbit as MPO. Note that if P(f)= {1,2,4,8,16,...}, then the smallest element of P(/)in the -» ordering does not exist.
Definition 2.3. Let P = {px, p2,...,p"} be a periodic orbit of /e C(I), with px < p2 < • • • < p", of period n = 2mq where either m > 0 and q = 1 or m = 0 and q 5= 3. Suppose m = 0 and let / = (# + l)/2. We say that P is a simple periodic orbit of type + or, equivalently, SPO +, if f(Pt-k) = P,+k + i for/: = 0,1,2,...,/ -2, f(Pt+k) = P,-k {ork = 1,2,3,...,/ -l,and f(Pi) = P,- Figure 5 Similarly we say that F is a simple periodic orbit of type -or, equivalently, SPO , if /(/>,-*) =/W for/: = 1,2,3,...,/-1, /( P,+k) = Pt-k-i for Â: = 0,1,2,...,/-2, and f(p,)-Pr
For the case q = 1 we define a simple periodic orbit, SPO, inductively. If m = 1 then P is simple. Suppose m > 1. Then we say P is simple if the two subsets {/>i> P2T-->Pn/2} an(l {P(n/2)+v-yPn} °f ? are simple periodic orbits of period n/2 off2. Then we have f({px, p2,. ..,p"/2}) = {p(n/2)+i.-• -,P"} (see Figures 1  and 2 ).
This definition was given by Stefan [St] and Block [Bll] for the cases m = 0 and 9 = 1, respectively.
Remark 2.4. Let F, and P2 be two finite totally ordered sets and let/,: Fj -» F, and/2: F2 -» P2 be two bijective maps. We say that/, and/2 are isomorphic if there exists a bijective map g: F, -* P2 such that g ° /, = f2 ° g and g is either order preserving or order reversing. Let am be the number of nonisomorphic simple periodic orbits of period 2m. Then we have that am = 22'"~m~1.
The computation of am (see §4) gives us, in particular, an algorithm to construct the SPO of period 2m. Definition 2.5. Let/g C(I) and let P = {px, p2,...,p"} be a periodic orbit off where pj < p2< • ■ • < p". We denote by/the map such that:
(1)/GC(7), (2)f(x)=f(Px)fOTX*ZPx, (3) f(x) = /( /O for x >Pn, (4)/(p,) = /(p,)for/ = l,2,...,/i,
is linear for/-1,2,...,« -1.
We call /the P-linearization off. If / = /we say that/is P-linear. Then we have the following results.
Theorem 2.6. Let / g C( I ) and suppose P is a periodic orbit off of period n. Then the following statements hold.
(1) (Theorem 2 o/ [St] ) Suppose n 3* 3 odd and P is minimal; then P is simple.
(2) (See [St] .) Suppose P is simple, n > 3 odd, and f is P-linear; then P is the unique minimal periodic orbit off.
(3) (Theorem A of [Bll] ) / has no periodic points with period different from a power of two if and only if every periodic orbit of f with period a power of two is simple. In particular, if P is minimal and n = 2m with m > 0, then P is simple. Statement (2) is a kind of "converse" of statement (1). In a similar way we give, in the next proposition, the "converse" of statement (3). Proposition 2.7. Let / g C(I) and suppose P is a simple periodic orbit of f with period n = 2m where m ^ 0. If furthermore, f is P-linear, then P is the unique minimal periodic orbit off.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use These results state the "equivalence" between the notions of MPO and SPO with period odd (different from 1) or power of two. So, for these periods, the above equivalence characterizes the behavior of a MPO. On the other hand, we know that if /G C(I) and P(f) = {2m : m > 0}, then the MPO does not exist. However, Theorem 2.6(3) gives us all the information in terms of the behavior of / on their periodic orbits.
We prove Proposition 2.7 in §4. To do this we use a result from [LIR] which classified the A -graph of a SPO of period 2m, m > 1.
If we look for a similar result to Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 for a periodic orbit of period n = 2mq with m > 1 and q > 3 odd, it seems to be natural to define SPO similarly to the case n = 2m. Definition 2.8. Let F be a periodic orbit of /g C(I) of period n = 2mq with m > 1 and q 3* 3 odd. We define a weak simple periodic orbit, WSPO, inductively. Whenw = 1, F is a WSPO if the subsets {px, p2,...,pq} and {pq+x, pq+2,--,P2q) are SPO of/2 of period q. When m > 1, P is a WSPO if the subsets { px, p2,... ,p"/2} and { p(n/2)+1, • • • ,P"} of F are WSPO of/2 of period n/2. See Figures 3, 4 and 5 for examples with n = 20,10 and 6, respectively. Definition 2.9. Let F be a periodic orbit of/eC(/).
We set Q¡ ■ {P, e F:
(/' -l)q + 1 <j < iq} for i: = 1,2,... ,h>, where w = 2m. Moreover, we denote byp'¡ the point pk g F with k = (i -Y)q + j, where . = 1,2,..., w and / -1,2,...,q. That is, Ô, = { pj, p2,... ,p'q} with pi < p2 < •• • < p; and ( p), p'+x)nP= 0 for i ■» 1,2,... ,q -1. In a similar way we define G¡ = [pi, p'q] and // = [pj, pj+1] for / = 1,2,..., w and y = 1,2,... ,9 -1 (see Figure 3) . Definition 2.10. Let B be a finite set. We say F is a periodic set of period n if f(B) = B and fk(B) n B = 0 for k = 1,2,...,« -1. The orbit of F is the set {fk(B): k = 1,2,...,«}. Let F be a periodic set and Ob = {£,, F2,... ,£"} its orbit. Suppose Ob is labeled such that for every x G Bt and >> G 2?. we have x < y if and only if i <j. Suppose n = 2m with m > 1 and |F| is odd or a power of two (where \B\ denotes the cardinal of B). Then we define a simple set inductively. When m = 1, Ob is a simple set if 5, and F2 are SPO off2 with period |F|. If m > 1 we say
Og is a simple set if the subsets {Bx, B2,...,Bn/2) and {B(n/2)+x,.. .,Bn) are simple sets of/2. Note thatf({B2, B2,. ..,Bn/2})= {B{n/2)+x,...,Bn}.
In Figure 3 , every set £?,> ' = 1,2,3,4, is a periodic set of period 4 and {Q¡: i = 1,2,3,4} is a simple set.
Note that the above definition of simple set is the definition of SPO with period a power of two on finite sets instead of points. Roughly, we can say that a simple set is a "fat simple periodic orbit". In the following remark we give an equivalent definition of WSPO in terms of the sets Q¡.
Remark 2.11. Let F be a periodic orbit off g C(I) with period 2mq where m > 1 and q > 3 odd. Then F is a WSPO if and only if {Q¡: i = \,2,...,w) is a simple set (see Figure 3) . Remark 2.12. Note that, if F is a WSPO off, for the map/2" we have 2m SPO of period q, and each one is of type + or -. Then if bn is the number of nonisomorphic WSPO of period n = 2mq with m > 1 and q > 3 odd, we have bn = 22"*' ~m~l ■ q2"-\ As in Remark 2.4 the computation of bn is given in §4 and will give us a way to construct the WSPO. Proposition 2.13. Letf g C(I) and suppose P is a MPO of period 2mq with m>\ andq> 3 odd. Then P is a WSPO.
This proposition will be proved in §4. Surprisingly, if we look for the converse of Proposition 2.13 as we did in Theorem 2.6(2) and Proposition 2.7, we find that in this case the converse is not true. Thus, in Example 4.16 (at the end of §4) we show that the map given in Figure 4 has a WSPO F of period n = 2 ■ 5 which is not a MPO. Because of this, to characterize the behavior of a MPO with period 2mq, we must restrict the definition of WSPO. Definition 2.14. Let F be a WSPO of / g C(I). We say that/is order preserving on ß" denoted /= R(Qt), if f(p}) = p* forj = 1,2,.. .,q and/(£,) = Qk (here we use Remark 2.11). Similarly we say that / is order reversing on Q,, /= -R(Q¡), if /(F;) = F^,+tfor/=l,2,...,?and/(C?,)=ô*-Now we can define SPO for the case 2mq, m > 0 and q > 3 odd.
Definition 2.15. Let F be a WSPO of /g C(I). We say that F is a simple periodic orbit, SPO, if there is an unique Qr such that / is neither order preserving on Qr nor order reversing on Qr (see Figure 8 at the end of §4 for an example). In §4 (see Proposition 4.6) we give a characterization of a SPO F of a map / in terms of the behavior of / on F. In fact, we show that the graph of / on the special Qr, such that/ * R(Qr) and/ * -R(Qr), can be described as in Figure 7 (see §4).
Remark 2.16. Let cm be the number of nonisomorphic SPO of period 2mq with m > 1 and q > 3 odd. Then cm = 22™+ ~l.
The next theorem is our main result in §2.
Theorem 2.17. Let P be a periodic orbit of f g C(I) of period n = 2mq with m > 1 and q > 3 odd.
(1) Ifq>3 and P is minimal, then P is simple.
(2) If P is simple and fis P-linear, then P is the unique minimal periodic orbit off. (3) Ifq=3 and P is the unique minimal periodic orbit off, then P is simple. (4) If q = 3, F is weak simple and fis P-linear, then P is minimal.
Note that Theorem 2.17 extends Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 to the case n = 2mq with m~^\ and q ^ 3 odd. So, this completes the characterization of the behavior of the minimal periodic orbits.
We note that Theorem 2.17(4) is the "converse" of Proposition 2.13 for the case 9 = 3-
The difference between statements (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.17 is the uniqueness of the MPO P. To show that the uniqueness is a necessary condition in (3), consider the map/shown in Figure 5 . This map has a WSPO F which is not a SPO. In §4 (see Example 4.17) we show that F is a MPO of /and that F is not the unique MPO of/.
The computation of cm and the proof of Theorem 2.17 will be given in §4. The computation of cm will give us (as the computations of am and bn) an algorithm to construct all the SPO of period 2mq, m > 1 and q > 3 odd.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In §4 we also characterize (see Proposition 4.15) the A -graph of a map/which has a SPO of period 2mq with m > 1 and q > 3 odd. Similar results are given in [BGMY and LIR] for the cases m = 0 and q = i, respectively. In the case m > 1 and q > 3 odd, using this characterization and the standard techniques of [BGMY] , one can recover the best of the known lower bounds of the topological entropy.
3. Unimodal maps. Statement of results. Here and in §5 we assume that the notation and standard techniques of part II of [CE] are known to the reader, and we freely use them in these sections.
Definition 3.1. We say that a map/g C( [a, b] ) is unimodal if:
fis strictly decreasing on [c, b] and strictly increasing on [a, c] . Let F = { px, p2,... ,pn} be a periodic orbit of a unimodal map / with px < p2 < ■ ■ ■ < p", and let ps be the point of F such that f(ps) = p". Then we have either
and In_x(pn) = R, or c = ps and /"_,(p")= C, or c& (ps,ps+x) and I"-X(p") = L (where In-X(p") is the nth symbol of the itinerary of pn, I(p")).
To consider these three possibilities we shall need the following. Definition 3.2. Let Pn = I0IX ■ ■ ■ 7"_i be the min-max of length n. We denote by F"c and P'n the sequences I0IX ■ ■ ■ I"^2C and 70/, • • ■ I"-2I'"-X, respectively (we recall that I'n_x -L (resp., R, C) if /"_, = R (resp., L, C)). P"c and Pln will be called the n-quasi-min-max (w-QMM). We note that if n = 2m with m 3= 1, then P'n = P"/2Pn/2. Let/be a unimodal map. We say that a periodic orbit {p,, p2,... ,p"} of period « 3* 2, with px< p2< ■ • ■ < p" is a quasi-min-max periodic orbit (QMMPO) if /( p") is either F"c or F"°° or (F"')°° (see Figure 6 ). Note that if n > 1 is a power of two and I(pn) = (Pn')°°, then I(pn) has period n/2. Otherwise, for all the QMMPO of period n we have that /(pn) is either finite of length n (if /(p") = F"c) or periodic of period n (if I(pn) is either F"°° or (Fn')°°). Let/be the restriction to [px, pn\ of the F-linearization off. We note that F is a QMMPO if and only if I¡( pn) = F"f. Remark 3.3. If F is a WSPO of a unimodal map /, then F is a SPO. Therefore, from Theorem 2.6 and Proposition 2.13 it follows that if F is a MPO of/, then F is simple.
Now we can state the following results for unimodal maps.
Theorem 3.4. Let f be a unimodal map. Then P is a SPO of period n = 2mq with m > 0 and q > 1 odd if and only if P is a QMMPO. Furthermore, the number of nonisomorphic SPO of period n for the unimodal maps is 1.
We note that Remark 3.3, Theorems 2.6, 2.7 and 3.4 and Proposition 2.7 state the "equivalence " between the notions of MPO, SPO and min-max for unimodal maps.
Theorem 3.5. Let f be a unimodal map. Then for every n e P(f) there exists at least one SPO of period n.
In the proof of Theorem 3.4 we give a way to explicitly compute the unique possible behavior of a SPO of period n for the unimodal maps. In §5 (see Definition 4.1 (see [B12 and BGMY] ). Let A = {J0, Jx,... ,J"} be a partition of I into subintervals, i.e. a family of closed intervals such that J0 U Jx U ■ ■ ■ U Jn = I, and if i ¥= k then /, n /* consists of at most one point. Let/ g C(7). We say that an interval J f-covers L ( Lemma 4.3. Let f g C(I) and let P be a periodic orbit of period n. Suppose f is P-linear and A is the partition of I given by P. Then the following statements hold. (1) If P is a SPO, f is P-linear and n = 2m with m > 1, then all the ¡oops of the A-graph of f have length 2k with k < m. Moreover, for every k < m there exists a unique loop of the A-graph of f of length 2k.
(2) // F is a MPO of f and n ¿s 3 is odd, then the A-graph of f has the following subgraph: Q.E.D.
Computation of bn. From Remark 2.11 we note that the number of different possible behaviors of/on the set {<2, : /' = 1,2, ...,2m} is am. Moreover, we can associate to each Q, the sign + or -according as/2" is a SPO+ or a SPO' on Qt.
Then, if there are k Q's, with 0 < k < 2m, associated to a + sign we have 2m -k Qt 's associated to a -sign. Therefore, we can distribute them in License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use different ways. Then, the total number of possibilities of the distribution of signs is Finally, the behavior of fon P depends on the images f(p\) for / = 1,2,. ..,2m -1. Since we have q possibilities to assign every/( pi), we have bn -am -22" • 92"-1 = 22"+1 -1 • q2"-\ Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 2.13. Suppose the period of F is « = 2mq with m ^ 1 and q 3» 3 odd. We prove Proposition 2.13 inductively. If m = 1, by Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 2.6(1), Proposition 2.13 follows. Let m > 1 and suppose Proposition 2.13 is true for m -1, that is, m/2 = 2m~1q. Then, by Lemma 4.5, Proposition 2.13 follows for n. Q.E.D.
The next proposition gives the characterization of a SPO F of a map /, in terms of the behavior of /on F. Proposition 4.6. Let P be a SPO off g C(7) of period 2mq with m > 1 and q 3? 3 odd. Then there is a unique Qr which satisfies/ * R(Qr),f^ -R(Qr) andf(Qr) = Qs. Let t = (q + l)/2 and w = 2m. Then only one of the following statements holds. /(/>,'-*) "F,'+*+i fork -0,1,...,/ -2, (1) f{pr"k)-Ps,-k fork = 1,2,...,t-1, and
/(Pi.* )=/>;-*-! /er*«0,l,...,/-2,OBd /UHF; (^F/gwre 7(b)).
f(Pk)=PSk fork = t+l,t + 2,t + 3,...,q,and
Furthermore, the following statements hold.
(5) Let S be a subset of {1,2,...,w) defined by S-{¿e TV:/» -R(Qt)andi = 1,2.**}.
Fne-n |S| « roen //a«á o«/y if f satisfies (1) or (2) on Qr; and \S\ is odd if and only iff satisfies (3) or (4) on Qr.
(6) Let i G {1,2,. ..,w). Let k, be the smallest positive integer such that fk,(Qr) = Q¡; of course k¡ < w. We denote by S¡ the set {j g N: f=-R(Qj) with Qj=fk(Qr) for k = 1,2,..., *,-l}. Proof. Suppose \S\ is even. Now we shall prove that / satisfies either (1) or (2). In the case |S| is odd, we obtain similarly that/satisfies either (3) or (4).
By Remark 2.11, we have/"(g,) = Qs, fw~\Qs) = Qr and Qs is a SPO of fw.
Since 151 is even, we have fw~l(psk) = pk for k = 1,2,.. .,q. Now we consider two cases.
Case A. Qs is a SPO+ for/". Case B. Qsis a SPO-forfw.
We shall obtain (1) from Case A, and similarly we could obtain (2) from Case B.
Since Qs is a SPO+ for/", we have fw(PÍ-k)=P, + k + l for/: = 0,1,...,/-2, fw(pUk) =P,-k toTk = 1,2,...,/ -l,and r(p\)=p5,-Therefore, f(Pi~-k)=P,+k+i f{p;+k)=p,-k f{p\) = ps,-Then / satisfies (1) on Qr. Now (5) follows from the proofs of (l)-(4). (6) We shall prove the "only if part of (a) and (b) when / satisfies (1). In a similar way, it follows the "only if part of (a) and (b) when / satisfies (2), (3) or (4). Therefore, (a) and (b) hold.
To prove this we note the following facts: (F.l) From Definition 2.15 we have/H,~*(p,') = prt. Remark 4.7. Suppose F= {p,, p2,...,p") is a MPO of/g C(7) with period n 3» 3 odd,p, < p2 < ■ • • < p" and/I = {7j, 72,.. -,I"-X} is the partition of [px, pn] given by the points of F (that is, 7, = [p,, pi+1] for i = 1,2,... ,n -1). Then the A -graph off, by Lemma 4.4(2) and Theorem 2.6(1), has the following subgraph: We note that, here, we have used facts about the length of the loops of the /1-graph of / and that if 72 /-covers J2 then J2 /-covers Jx; which is not possible if « > 3.
Definition 4.8. Let/ g C(7) and let A be a partition of 7 into n subintervals. We can associate to the A -graph of/an n x « matrix M = (m,-■) such that «i,y = number of times that 7, /-covers 7,. The matrix M will be called the transition matrix of the /I-graph of/. o\ be an n X « matrix, with n > 4 even, where in every entry with + (resp. *) we can put every positive (resp. nonnegative) integer. Then det Tn < 0.
Proof. Obviously we have detrn = /ndetr"(l,l)-/" detF"(«,l)
if T" = (ttJ) and T"(i, j) is the matrix obtained from Tn by deleting the z'th row and the/th column. Clearly, det T"(n, 1) is the product of the elements of the diagonal of Tn(n, 1) and, thus, it is a positive integer. Now we shall prove that for every « even, det Tn(l, 1) = 0 and the lemma will follow. We note that where C(Tj) is a positive integer. Now we shall prove inductively that det 7""(1,1) = 0 for « 3í 4 even. First let « = 4. Obviously det F4(l, 1) = 0. Now let us fix n > 4 and suppose that det 7}(1,1) = Ofory = 4,6,8,...,« -2. Also we let F"(l, 1) = (t'u). Then we have det r"(l, 1) = -h tfl ' det TU -t'n_2;x -det T", j even where T" = (/,") is an (« -2) X (n -2) matrix satisfying /,""_2 = 0 for i = 1,2,... ,n -2. Then det T" = 0. Moreover, by induction, we have det TJ_2 = C{Tt_2) ' det r"_,(l,l) = 0. Therefore det F"(l, 1) = 0. Q.E.D. Lemma 4.11. Let P be a MPO off g C(7) of period n = 2mq with m 3= 1 and q 3* 5 odd, and A the partition of I given by the points of P. Moreover, suppose f is P-linear.
Then the A-graph of f has the following subgraph: J, * J* ~~> Jy ~* * " * J | * J'y tj-j ™^ **2 ~~^ *^2 ~~^ * * " 2 3
(1) . . .
•
w/itve h> = 2m and for every j G {1,2,....w} there exists i G {1,2,. ..,w) such that {J{, J{,...,J^X) = {7/, 72,...,7¿_,} (here we use Definition 2.9).
(2) For some 1 € {1,2,..., w} and t = (q -t-l)/2 w «aue e/'f/wr Proof. By Proposition 2.13 we have that F is a WSPO. Therefore, since / is F-linear and, from Remark 2.11, for every /', k g {1,2,...,w} such that f(Q,) = Qk, we have/(G,) = Gk. Now we claim that for every 1 < i, k < w such that/(ß,) = Qk, we can label the set {7*, 72*,...,7*_1} = {Jk,Jk,...,Jk_x} such that the graph of/from G, to Gk has a subgraph which satisfies Ij /-covers Jjk for / = 1,2,..., q -1.
First we consider the w(<7 -1) X w(<7 -1) transition matrix of the ,4-graph of/ restricted to {// : 1 =■ 1,2,...,w and/ = 1,2,...,q -1} asa"box matrix". That is, M = (Mik)¡ k_x 2 M,, where A/1/t is a (9 -1) X (q -1) matrix which is the transition matrix of the graph of / from the set {Ij : j -1,2,...,q -1} to {7* : /= 1,2,...,,7-1}.
We note that, to prove the claim, it is sufficient to show that for every i, k satisfying /((?,) = Qk we have det Mik # 0. To prove this, since F is a WSPO, / is F-linear and from Remark 2.11 we have that for every 1 < i < w there exists a unique 1 < k < w such that /((?,) = Qk and Mik is different from the zero matrix. Therefore,
where k(i) satisfies /(Q¡) = Qk0r Then, to prove the claim, it is enough to show that det M # 0.
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On the other hand, we denote by M,-£ the matrix of the graph of fw from {Ij : j = 1,2,...,q -1} to {7* :/ = 1,2,...,q -1), and Mw is the transition matrix of the A -graph of fw restricted to {Ij : i *» 1,2,...,w and/ = 1,2,..., q -1}. Again, since F is a WSPO,/is F-linear, and from Remark 2.11 we have that Mj£ is different from the zero matrix if and only if / = k. Therefore w detA/"= n detA/r. ;-i
Because det M # 0 if det Mw * 0, to prove the claim, it is enough to show that det M,.*# Ofor/ = 1,2.w.
Finally, since F is minimal we have that every Q¡ is a MPO of period q for /". Then, from Remark 4.7 we obtain det Mjj = ±det F j, where F , is defined as in Lemma 4.10. Thus, from Lemma 4.10, det A7," # 0 and this proves the claim. Now we can properly label the sets {Q¡ : i = 2,3,...,w) and {Ij : j = 1,2,...,4 -1} for 1; = 1,2,..., w, to obtain -/;
-4"
Furthermore, since F is minimal we have that Qx is a MPO of period q for/". Then, from Lemma 4.4(2) we can label the set {7,1 : / = 1,2,... ,q -1} = {Jj : j = 1,2,..., q -1} such that Jj1 f "'-covers Jj+, for / = 1,2,..., q -2 and Jq_, / "-covers J,1. Clearly, again labeling the sets {Jj : j = 1,2, ...,q -1} for i = 1,2,...,w, we obtain (1).
To prove (2)- (4) we note that every Q, is a MPO of / ". Then, by Lemma 4.4(2) and Remark 4.7, for every i there exists a unique j such that Jj /"-covers Jj. Therefore, by using (1), there exists aJj such that either Jj f-covers Jj^x if/ > 1 or Jj /-covers Jq±\ if / = 1. Again, we label the sets {£>, : 7 = 1,2,... ,h>} and {Jj : j = 1,2,...,q -1} for / = l,2,...,w to put the above Jj in the place Jx. Obviously we obtain (3). Moreover, since (U^1 //) n F is a MPO for/", from Remark 4.7(c) and the choice of Jx, we obtain (2).
Finally, from Lemma 4.4(2.2) and (1) we have that for every k G {2,4,6,...,<¡r -3} there exists i(k) g {1,2,...,w} such that JJi*//-covers J¿(k)+l. Now we note that i(k) = 1 for k = 2,4,6,...,q -3. Otherwise, since Jx /-covers Jq\x, for some k G {2,4,6,.. .,q -3} we could have that Jj /"-covers /¿+i> and by Remark 4.7 this is not possible. Then (4) follows. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.12. With the hypotheses of Lemma 4.11 the A-graph of f from {Jj : j -1,2,...,q -1} to {Jj2 :j = 1,2,.. .,q -1} coincides exactly with the corresponding subgraph given by Lemma 4.11. Moreover, f on the set Qr = (OfZjJJ) rï F satisfies either (1), (2), (3), or (4) of Proposition 4.6.
Proof. By Lemma 4.11 the A -graph of / from Cx = {Jj : j = 1,2,..., q -1} to C2 = {Jj2 : j = l,2,...,q -1} has a subgraph which satisfies (1), (3) and (4) of Lemma 4.11. Furthermore, by Remark 4.7, the /1-graph of/on Cx is a subgraph of a graph which satisfies (1), (3) and (4) (2) or (3) of Proposition 4.6 on Qr. Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.13. With the hypotheses of Lemma 4.11 we have that P is simple. Furthermore, the graph of f on the set {Ij : j = 1,2,...,q -1 and i = 1,2,...,w} coincides exactly with the graph given in Lemma 4.11.
Proof. We shall prove that for every Q¡ with i' = 1,2,...,w and / # rx either / -P(Qi) or/ ■ -P(Q¡\ where rx is defined as in Lemma 4.12.
Then, from Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12 and Proposition 2.13 both statements of Lemma 4.13 follow.
From Lemma 4.12 we have that / on Qr satisfies either (1), (2), (3), or (4) of Proposition 4.6. We shall construct the proof when / satisfies Proposition 4.6(1) on Q . For the other cases the proof is analogous. Therefore, from the above hypotheses we see that we can write the graph given in Lemma 4.11 in the following way
Now we denote by s, 1 < s < w, the largest integer such that /* R(Qr) and fm -R(Qr), where Qr = (Uf'jJj)n P for i -1,2.w. Obviously, if 5 < w then we have that for every integer i such that j + 1 < / < w either f -R(Qr) or f~-R(Qr).
Clearly, if s = 1 the lemma follows. Then we suppose s > 2. Now we shall prove that either/ = R(Qr) or f ■ -R(Qr), and this will be a contradiction.
Let C = {/' g N: s + 1 < i< w and/ = -R(Qr )}■ We prove the above statement for the case |C| even. The proof when \C\ is odd is analogous. Since \C\ is even, we can write the above graph as follows:
(where / = (q + l)/2 and Qri = (UjlJ //) n F):
Now we have that the graph of / from {Jf: j = 1,2,. ..,q -1} to {If'*1: j = 1,2,..., q -1} is a subgraph of the following graph: (a) Jj/-covers Jj+1 for/ -1,2.q -1.
(b) J* f-covers Jj+l with 3 < /' < q -2 and/ g {¡■ -2, i -4, ¡; -6, ...},j > 1.
To prove this, we note that Jq_xfw^co\ers Jq-X. Then, from Remark 4.7 and the minimality of F, we have (a), (b) and (c) Jq_, /-covers I{-* ', (d) J2 /-covers 7,r'*'. But, from (c) and (d) we obtain 7/' /"-covers 7xr' and 7,1, /"-covers 7/\ respectively. Again from Remark 4.7, this is not possible.
Therefore, since / is F-linear the (q -1) X ( Since /is continuous, F-linear and the intervals 7/s*' are consecutive on the real line, as in Lemma 4.12 it follows that the intervals L, are consecutive and its order on the real line is either Lx, L2,.. .,LX or L x, Lq_2,.. .,LX, and in every entry with + we must put a zero. Therefore, / = R(Qr ) or f = -R(Qr) according as the order of the Ly intervals on the real line is Lx, L2,...,Lq_x or the reverse one.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 4.14. Let P be a WSPO off^C(I) of period n = 2mq with m 3= 1 and q > 3 odd, and let A be the partition of I given by the points of P. Moreover, suppose f is P-linear and ¡et B = {J G A : J <t G, for i = 1,2,..., w}. Then all the loops of the A-graph of f on B have length 2k with k < m. Furthermore, for every J G B there does not exist I G A and 7 G F such that I f-covers J.
Proof. Since / is P-linear, from Remark 2.11 we have /(G,) = Gy for every i = l,2,...,w and for some/ G {1,2,...,w).
Hence the second statement of this lemma follows.
To prove the first statement, from Remark 2.11 we can take a map g such that: (a) g has a SPO Q = {qx,q2,-■,<!"} of period h-= 2m where qx < q2 < ■ ■ ■ < qw. Proof. Let/be the P-linearization of/. Clearly, if we prove Proposition 4.15 for/ it will follow for /. Hence, we suppose that / is P-linear. Since F is a SPO, we have that / satisfies either (1), (2), (3), or (4) of Proposition 4.6 on Qr (here we use the notation of Proposition 4.6). We prove Proposition 4.15 when / satisfies Proposition 4.6(1) on Qr (see Figure 8 for an example with « = 4 • 5). Proofs for the other cases are similar. Now, we have that If /-covers If_x, If, and there does not exist/ g {l,2,...,q -1} with j + t = (q + l)/2 such that IJ /-covers If_x. Furthermore, for every / g {2,3,. ..,q -1} -{/}, If /-covers a unique interval. On the other hand, from Remark 2.11 and since/is P-linear, we have/(G,) = Gj with/ *= 7 and/"(G;) = G, LLUÍS ALSEDA, IAUME LLIBRE AND RAFEL SERRA for every / = 1,2,. ..,w. Moreover, from Definition 2.15, Ij /-covers a unique interval for i = l,2,...,w,i ¥= rand/ = 1,2,...,q -1.
Therefore, from Proposition 4.6(c), we have that the A -graph of / " on the set {IJ : j = 1,2,..., q -1} is the following:
(ii) 7/"/-covers 7/ with/ = / + 1, / + 2,... ,q -1.
Then we take Iw = If, Iw+X = If_x, and 7H,+/t, with k = 2,3,...,w, the unique Proof of Theorem 2.17. Let A be the partion of 7 given by the points of F and / the P-linearization of /. We remark that the A -graph of / is a subgraph of the A -graph off.
(1) By Lemma 4.3, we have P(f) c P(f). Furthermore, from Theorem 2.1, we have that F is a MPO off. We note, from Definition 2.5, that/behaves as /on P.
Then, by Lemma 4.13, (1) follows. Since all these lengths are greater than « in Sarkovskii's ordering, (2) follows from Lemma 4.3. (3) By Proposition 2.13 we have that F is a WSPO off. Suppose F is not a SPO. Then we take/, the P-linearization of/, and we write the A -graph of/in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 4.11. The A -graph of/has as a subgraph:
Since |(2,| = 3 for ? = 1,2,...,w, we note that for every i g {1,2,...,w} we have either/ = R(Q¡) or/ = -R(Q¡) or/satisfies either (l), (2), (3), or (4) of Proposition 4.6 on Q,. We set Qr = (J{ U J{) n F, for i -1,2,...,w. Then it follows that f*R (Qrj) and/ m -R(Qri). Hence, by Definition 2.15 and since F is not a SPO, we have that there is (at least) one s g {2,3,...,w} such that f & R(Qr) and /* -R(Qr ). Therefore, we have J{ /-covers J2+l or J{ /-covers /1*+1. Now we suppose J[ /-covers J2S + 1 (for the other case the proof of (3) Example 4.16. Here we show that the map / given in Figure 4 has a WSPO F = {px, p2,... ,p10} of period 10 such that F is not a MPO.
The existence of this map tells us that the definition of WSPO is too general to describe the behavior of a MPO of period 2mq with «j 3* 1 and q > 3 odd. Because of this, it is necessary to use the more restrictive definition of SPO. To show that F is not a MPO, let A = { 7,, 72,...,79} be the partition of [ p,, p10] given by the points of Example 4.17. Figure 5 gives a map / which has a minimal periodic orbit F = {px, p2,... ,p6} of period 6 which is not simple.
This shows that Theorem 2.17(1) is only true for q > 3. Moreover, as we prove in License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. Unimodal maps. Proofs of results. Definition 5.1 (see [GM and G] ). Suppose / is a unimodal map, F = {px, p2,...,p") is a periodic orbit of period « g N, p, < p2 < • • • < pn and the maximum of /, c g P. Then we set qx = c, q2= f(qx) = p", q3 = f(q2) = p., and q,= f(q,-X) for 7 = 1,2,...,«. Obviously, if « 3» 3 we have q3 < q¡ for all i. If qt < q¡ < ••• <q¡, then Ä,, «-(ix, i'2,...,iB) is a permutation of the set {1,2,...,«}.
Rn is called the rotation sequence of P related with f. It is clear that Rn = (3,...,1,...,2) for each« > 3. Lemma 5 .2 (Lemma 11 of [LI] ). For each « > 2, there is a bijection between the set of rotation sequences Rn and the set of maximal sequences I with |7| = «. Remark 5.3 (see [LI] ). There is a way to compute the maximal sequence associated to R" and conversely. If we denote by I(R") the maximal sequence 
{1
otherwise. Remark 5.4 (See the definition of R*n and the Remark of [CE, p. 79] .) R*m is even if and only if m is even. On the other hand, P" (the min-max of order «) is even for all « of the form 2mq, q > 3 odd, and odd for all « = 2m, m > 0. Lemma 5.5. Let (, j€jV and suppose t -* s. Then the following statements hold. (1) Ift = 2m with m > 1, /«en F/0 < (P/)00 < P,c < F,°°. (2) 7// # 2m/or all positive integers m and s = 2* vw/n jfc > 1, /«e« Pf < Pf. (3)7// # 2m ands # 2m for all positive integers m, then PJ < P? and (F/)00 < F,00.
Proof. (1) From Theorems II.2.9 and II.2.12 of [CE] and Definition 3.2 we have F,°° = (R*m*R)x > P,c = R*(ml)*RC > (F,')00 = pr/2 = {R*{m~l)*RT >isx = (*****r, where s = 2*.
(2) From (1) and Theorem II.2.8 of [CE] it follows that F/ < Ps°° < Pf°.
(3) Let s = 2rq with q > 3 odd and r > 0. Now we shall consider two cases.
Case A. q > 3. We define a(s) = 2r(<7 -2). Then / -» a(s) -» i or / = íj(í) -» j.
First we assume that r > 0 is even. By Theorem II.2.9 of [CE] , Remark 5.4 and Since 7(a) < Pf, by Theorem II.3.8 of [CE] there is an x G [a, b] such that 7( x) -Pf. By Lemma II.3.4 of [CE] there is a periodic point z of period « such that either I(z) = Pf or I(z) = Pf Since DC = ¡(p") is different from Pf and Pf we have z # p". Moreover, if 7(z) = Pf, then c G Orb(z). So Orb(z) * P and this is a contradiction with the uniqueness of the MPO. If 7(z) = Pf then/"(z) = c = f(p") and, since z =* p", this is not possible.
Case B. « = 2m with m 3* 1. We consider the case 7) even. If D is odd the proof is analogous.
We take the sequence (DL)00. As in Case A (DL)°° is periodic of period either « or n/2. Now we consider two subcases.
Case B.l. (DL)00 is a periodic sequence of period «. By Theorem II.2.9 of [CE] and Remark 5.4, we have F2* = R*k*R is odd for every A: > 1. Therefore, since DL is even, (DL)00 is different from (F*m*F)°°. Moreover, because (DL)°° is periodic of period n we have that (DL)00 is different from (F^+F)00 with A: > 1 and k * m.
On the other hand, we note that (F>L)°° = (R ■ ■ ■ )°° is maximal and F°° is the smallest maximal sequence starting with R. Hence, by Lemma II.2.12 of [CE] we obtain that (R*k*R)°° < (DL)°° for every it > 1. So, F2¥ < < 7(6) for every k 3= 1. Obviously 1(a) < P2°° for every k > 1. Therefore, taking A: = «i + 1, and by Theorem II.3.8 and Lemma II.3.4 of [CE] , there is a periodic point of period 2m+1, but this is not possible because F is a MPO. Thus, Case B.l is not possible. [CE] we have F" = F2-= R*m*R = F*mF = £>F. Then ¡(pn) = DC= Pf and this finishes the proof of Proposition 5.6. Q.E.D. Lemma 5.7 . Let f be a unimodal map and P = {px, p2,...,p") a QMMPO of period « with px < p2 < ■ ■ ■ < pn. Let f be the P-linearization of f restricted to [px, p"\. Then P is a MPO off.
Proof. We have that the itinerary of p" with respect to /is ¡f(p") = Pf. Suppose F is not a MPO of /. That is, there exists / g P(f) such that / -* «. Now we consider two cases.
Case A. t = 2m for some m > L Case B. / = 2mq where m 3= 0 and q 3* 3 odd. In Case A, clearly we have « = 2k with 0 < k < m,k e N. Let Q = {qx,q2,..-,q,} with qx< q2< ■■■ < q, a MPO of/. By Lemma II.3.2 of [CE] , we have that ¡/(qf) is periodic of period either 2m or 2m~1. Hence, by Theorem II.2.8 of [CE] , the definition of min-max and the maximality of Ij(qt), we have Pf < F2m-i < I/(q,)-Moreover, by Lemma 5.5, Pf < Pf. Therefore, by Lemma II.1.2 of [CE] , p" < q" which is impossible.
In Case B we arrive at a contradiction similar to Case A. Q.E.D. Proof of Theorem 3.4. We write F = {p,, p2,... ,pn} with px < p2< ■■• < p (3) Let/be the P-linearization of/restricted to [px, pn] . Then, from Theorem 3.4 we have I/(p") = Pf-To prove (3) it is sufficient to show that Pf has exactly rm symbols L. We prove this by induction with respect to m. If m -1 we have P2 = RC and r, = 0. For Pf = RLRC we have r2 = 1. Now suppose this is true for « = 2m. To prove this is true for 2« = 2m + 1, we suppose m even. The case m odd follows similarly.
By Theorem II.2.9 of [CE] , Pf = R*mC and, by Remark 5.4, R*m is even. Since Hence, the number of L's in P2n is rm+x and this finishes the proof of (3). (4) We take a map g as in the proof of Lemma 4.14. Clearly, g is a unimodal map.
Then by (3) we have qr +1 = c. Therefore, c g Gr +1 and this implies/ = F(ß,) for i -1,2.rm and/ = -Ä(ß,) for r -rm + 2,... ,V
In order to prove the second statement of (4) we claim that rm is odd if and only if m is even. Since we proved in (3) that rm + x = 2rm if «i is even, we have that if m is odd, then rm is even. Moreover, if «i is even To prove (a) we define 7J = {927-1.^27} tot j -1,2,...,w/2.
We note that F = {Tj■ : j = 1,2,...,w/2) is a simple set because ß is a SPO. We take either / = r/2 if r is even or/ = (r + l)/2 if r is odd. Then, since g'ir)(qw) G TJt we have (•) gHr)(Tw2) = Tj (because F is a simple set). Now suppose 707, • • • /(/r)_i even. We shall prove that r is even. Consider the orbit of Tw/2 by g: {Tw/2,g{Tw/2),g2(Tw/2),...,g^(Tw/2)}.
From (*) we have that g passes an even number of times through the decreasing part of the graph of g. Since g is unimodal g'<r) is order preserving on Tw/2. Then, from (*) we have qr = gi{r)(qw) = q2j. Then r is even. Similarly, we have that if 707, • • • h(r\-i is odd, then r is odd. Therefore, (a) follows.
To prove (b), first suppose, as above, that 707, • • • 7,(f)_, is even. From the fact that /behaves on {ß,. : 11 = 1,2,..., w} as g on ß and/is unimodal, we have that |Sr| is even (here we use the notation of Proposition 4.6(6)). Then, from Proposition 4.6(a) and (4), we have that Qr is a SPO+ of /". It follows similarly that Qr is a SPO"for/"if7071
••• 7i(r)_iisodd.
On the other hand, since f(Qr +x) = Qw, we have Sw = 0 and |SJ = 0, even.
Again by Proposition 4.6(a) and (4), Qw is an SPO+ for/".
From the proof of (4) we have that rm is odd if and only if «i is even. This completes the proof of (5). Q.E.D.
